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Stop Cybercrime &
Control Digital Risk
CT6.® Illuminate™ Digital Defense. A new edge of awareness.
As an emerging technology, it is the first of its kind. Illuminate™ Digital Defense technology
represents a wholesale change in the way the world will secure its information. It quickly
uncovers and maps hidden connections between disparate data points to expose risks and
vulnerabilities that cybersecurity measures alone cannot.
The proactive nature of Illuminate™ marks the difference between enduring repetitive
cycles of damage control versus preemptively stopping theft, fraud, sabotage,
ransomware and other malware. It means finding the unknowns -- (e.g., the method,
source, extent, and all potentially affected data) internal and external to a network to
prevent sophisticated digital attacks.
Illuminate™ lowers enterprise digital risk through its patented processes that identify
stolen data and other data consequently at-risk before criminals use it. Illuminate™
searches the world over for stolen information, providing the who-what-when-where-how
so clients can stop crime and unauthorized access before a cyber attack.

 Find Stolen Data. A proprietary software-based capability identifies customer,
employee, and vendor points of compromise—independent of a connection to an
organization—among 23+ billion of pieces of data.
 Find Hidden Digital Risk. One piece of data (a username, a password, an infected
device, etc.) can uncover which employees, customers, or vendors are victims of malware
or phishing campaigns on third-party networks. It can lead to the discovery of viruses,
naive user behavior, weak authentication, third-party breaches, and other factors external
to a native network that can leave it vulnerable.
 Prevent Cybercrime. With Illuminate™ early warning indicators allow the mitigation and
management of data risks days, weeks or months before vulnerable data is weaponized
against an organization (via Ransomware, fraud, theft, unauthorized access, etc.).
 Keep PII Safe. Illuminate™ technology does not require PII to leave a native
network. A proprietary process creates an irreversible partial hash of data for
extreme search accuracy that follows US DOJ & EU GDPR privacy laws.
For more information: Email information@cyberteamsix.tech or visit our website.
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Illuminate™ Digital Defense by CT6.®
Illuminate™ Digital Defense by CT6.® is a patented software-based technology that sees beyond network
protection (e.g., cybersecurity measures) to ﬁnd the risk of digital attacks hiding within the myriad
relationships and remote connections that eventually touch a business, organization, or individual.

Illuminate™ Digital Defense Eliminates Risk and Crime
Illuminate™ uncovers existing and emerging threats to stop ransomware, malware, login credential attacks,
phishing, theft, fraud, sabotage, and more. CT6.® created Illuminate™ to expose digital risk long before
cybercriminals or nation-state criminal organizations attack.
 Ransomware Prevention – Only Illuminate™ patented technology identifies and closes the access points
hunted by criminals to deploy ransomware and other malware. Illuminate™ codeless advanced data
analytical modeling stops ransomware attacks before they happen.
 Fraud and Theft Prevention – Identify customers or employees with compromised login credentials or
infected devices that cause fraud, theft, and sabotage. CT6 Fraud Incident Event Management (FIEM)®
analytics hunt and target stolen credentials and infected devices from all-threat intelligence sources to stop
Account Take Over (ATO), unauthorized access, and malware spread.
 Insider Threat Identification – Illuminate™ patented technology identifies insider threats by leveraging
unique external data sets to find intentional and unintentional insider risks. This capability is operated
internally by the client for maximum security and control of any information searched for or discovered.
 Individual Digital Risk Report (IDRR) – The custom tailored IDRR illuminates the cybercrime risk to
executives and other key employees, protecting both professional and personal emails and devices. With
the IDRR risk picture, customize strategies to eliminate the risk of unauthorized access, spear phishing, and
social engineering scams targeted against executives and other personnel.
 Digital Risk Program Assessments – Illuminate™ can verify employee compliance with cyber hygiene
training and risk compliance programs by matching internal data against current, real-world information now
in the hands of criminals.
 Post Incident Response Investigations – Determine the who, what, when, and how employees,
customers, or vendors/sub vendors were targeted by a cyber-enabled attack to conduct fraud, theft, or
economic espionage. Illuminate™ proprietary data science methodology uncovers unseen relationships
between visible and hidden data points for superior diagnostics and response.

Illuminate Digital Defense™ is different from Cybersecurity
As digital attacks advance, cybersecurity technology often lags - forcing a repeating cycle of damage control.
Illuminate™ Digital Defense breaks the cycle of damage control to stop criminals before they strike.
Cybersecurity monitors your network like a security guard protects a store – trying to identify crime but only
after the criminals target the store. Illuminate™ protects your business more like a police detective. It
patrols the entire neighborhood looking for clues to stop criminals before they target the store.

Company History & Executive Team
Established in 2019 with offices in Charlotte NC and Washington DC, CT6.® is a company of federal law
enforcement, national security, commercial, and academically credentialed practitioners with proven expertise
for the innovation of alternative data sources to prevent cybercrime, disrupt criminal marketplaces, and fortify
against monetary and information loss. By combining traditional investigative approaches with innovative
cyber-driven solutions, CT6.® broke through cyber industry barriers to proactively pursue the cyber threats
that affect billions of people each day at corporate, commercial, and government entities.
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